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Linguistics today enjoys an active and prestigious position in the

world 'of learning. We wonder why it does not reflect the maladies of

a time-worn discipline, inasmuch as

on language is coterminous with his

it can be argued that man ids focus

awn appearance, and that this

focus is traceable through1,4 anpient cultures down to the present.

Thlg consider in Genesis, for example, the naming of the animals

by Adam; or the Chinese notion that a divine turtle with mars' on its

back is the originator of writing. these gegen the origin of

# language tend` to. be supernaturally oriented. , The Egypiians had their
T.+

god. Moth as the originator of langu ge, the Balcorronians Habil, and we

are well aware of 'the nature of taboo

guage. Here, linguistics overlbps w
410

and sociology.

integral' to this feeling of

th such discipliries as anthropology

We can attempt to stay within the domain o pure. linguistics in

tracing the ancient paths of the discipline, nd that It is
inextricably woven togetheor with other fields rticular philosopbY.

For the classical grammarians, langua.ge,served as vehiple tor un-

covering the general laws which govern human thought. For. the Greek

* The present paper is a further development of RatAh 19'r,16.

0 Copyright Irmengard Rauch, 1916.
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and Roman philosophers., logical cliqtinations served as the basis for

classifying the elements of language'. .Plato mace the distinction be-
.

Thween noun and verb and, as we know, ciassIfieg adjectiveS W4thiverba 1.
/

since both the verb ancrthe adjective make a statement about the subject.

Nor can. we.' forget the ...gammar of Sanskrit 'composed. by Prataini in the

fourth century I3C, which consisted of some 4000 aphoristic statements
,

9

treating p analogy, grammar, method, and theory..

The philoso izing about language persisted through the first rriil-

lennium, into the Middle Ages , and past the Renaiss ante . There was

thought to be a universal grammar underlying all languages, a universal

base determined by human reason, and not at all by the differing struc-

tural systems found in the differing .languages. This.-noticn is reminis-

-ce,nt of the Ancients who tried to formulate a general grammar on .a pureir

logical basis. Other e'mpla,,ases in langUage. study, such as noinalized

grammar and value judgments va.13out vernaculars; oexisted during the

rationalistic period: Nonethe ss, the search or a universal base'

has continued to the present time. Thus it is that today Chomsky sees 8

linguistics as ,essentiall a discipline which seeks to further our

understanding of'the human mind.

The establishment of a universal base is certainly a respectable

1 enterprise; what can be questionable is'.the procedure d in. postu-

lating a universal., In earlier times a universal grammar wa.s formulated

not at all xi the evidence of- various languages but by the applitation

a series of dogmatic assumptions about the nature of. language.

Leibniz (+ 1716) was one of the first to point, out-the error of this
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procedure.andr show the need for a comparative study. of ,languages

based on linguistic data, thus introducing' -4.empirical as well as the

comParative'oriqntationwhich is the hallmark of nineteenth century'

lin guis4t i s.

Assuming then that the study of language is very old, we recognize

that linguistics profits from a wealth of cumulative knowledge. It

can however, be argiipd that the roots of modern linguistics are little

more than one and One-half centuries old, if we consider nineteenth

century linguistics to be the point of departure. But the arguments

for or against' its ag are not mutually e4clusive; nor do they Provide

direct explanations for the healthy, thriving state in which we find

linguistics. It is iri the enviable position of serving as an analogue

to the other sciences. In fact, history tells us that ev&ationary
t ...r .

explariations in linguistics preceded those in biology by half a century.

lchus *it is-that Darwin in his Descent. of an (1871) gives credit to
,,..

the,work of 'philologists :'

Let us consider, the' most recent analogue of lingUi4tics to science:

It is probably the most spectacular of. all time ,namely the breaking

of the code of the basic matter o all liviig things, DNA. Although
4111

within three years after the pioneer work 4f Mendel in genetics (about

1869) ., nucleic acid had been isolated from protein in a cell, it was

not until he twentieth century hat',scien tists began to understand

its chemical structure. Well nto theNfi St half Of the twentieth

century, protein was still p sited as the basic stuffeof life.

Webster's third new interna (1964) continues to define

the-ge'he as 'self-perpet g protein molecules....serving as specific

transmitters. of heredity characters. '
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Proof that the DNA of the- nucleus of the cell: rather than the amino

acid of the protein in the cytoplasm of the cell transmits the directions

for the makint of an organism calm only in the early Fifties., This was
.

followed by a mushrooming of research which uncovered the structure of

al-A 'and led-to the bre\Etking of the code inherent in that structure..
Briefly the structure is as follows: The nucleus of:a cell contains

chromosomes. Chromosomes are thread-like bodies, stripe or bands of
P
'genes arranged in Et linear sequence. A gene is a segment Of DNA mole-

cule. A human DNA molecule has in it over 200,000 nucleotides. A

inucleotide.'consists of one of the four DNA bases (Adenine, Guanine,

Thymine, .getosine), one ,,molecule of sugar, and one phosphate group.

.,"'Irrefour bases link to each othlr in a strand or chain. There are two

such strands to a segment of DNA. They _form a helix; i.e. they are

like the threads of a s crew,> but they are going in oppfsite directions,

with A,

are. pair

one down. The four bases in the strands are paired, T always

C; as a result the two strands of which they are a part

if the hydrogen bonds- holding the two strands were

-brands unwind-, the bases then 'pick up their proper .part -

pith: G) from the ,raw material in the cell, and accord-
.

inghy the stranded DNA has replicated itself.

Let, low llonsider the code: The DNA is in the nucleus of a cell;

it is the 1.uep int for an organism. It has to transfer this birzeprint

onto the pr tei

a second ty

strand of D

strand car

leaves the

in order to actuate the blueprint, the plans. RNA,,
0

nucleic acid, attaches and Models itself to an unwound

reby,italcing on the.blueprin4of theo'DNA The RNA

eying he DNA message thenbre,aks away from tine DNA strand,,

ucleu,s , and enters the cytoplasitn.
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In the cytoplasm are the amino acids which are the bUilding blocks

of the protein. To speed the relaying of the blueprint, there, are i'n

the cytoplasm mobilo' molecules of RNA, exact replicas of the messent3er

MA sections. The amino acids hook to these replica or transfer RNA,

which then position themselves onto the messenger RNA strand. The IA
o

print is thus transferred from the messenger,,RNA to the amino acid.

There are twenty amino acids but only four RNA bases. The correlation

is three bases to each amino acid; the possibility is accordin y four

to the third power number of arrangements of the three bases. is

amounts' to a possible 611 word vocabulary which easily covers the twenty

amino acids. Words are left over, carrying instructions or protein

synthesis , such as signals for start an-el- stop.

The 64 possible words whicheconstitute the DNA language are each

composed Q f three discrete letters. The letters are in continuous

linear sequence and the message intact as long as they form a syntagm

off' threes. The code is scrambled if less or more than three letters

'are added or subtracted;, it is brought back into phase but mutated by

the addition or deletion of threes or multip3ces of threes- A three

letter DNA word should ordet its letters in an exact sequence so that it

may be meaningful, juLytiel'as the C U P of English cup on makes sense in

that order. Te dediphering of the triplet sequences of DNALe into

chemical langpage suggests that some paraphrase or synonymic re 1 at ion-
,

ships may exist. This is the case whew several code words specify the

same amino acid.

In conclUdrng-thi-s-i-rt into DNAese, we quote from Beadle and

.Beadle ( 1967:216) : ' the de ciphering of the'. DNA code has rev,e aled

-ouiVossession of a language muc older than hieroglyphies, language
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as old as life itself; a language that is the most living language of

all--even if its letters are invisible and its words -are buried deep in

the cells of our bodies.t

This ekcursus into genetics, with its recently discovered analogue

to ling,u4stics, assures us that the' discipline of linguistics is indeed

vigorous; .it fast-moving,, marked by definite methods, a, relatively

endlem3 store of data and rather continuous success. Admittedly,

Scientific method, characterized, by such features as intellectual,

uncertainty and Curiosity, data selection and judgment, hypothesis for-

mat,ion and testing, and hypothesis reapplication or modification, pro--

vides a most secure as well as eminent operating procedure for the

linguist; yet he share this procedure with other men of science. Quite

,
obviously , we look then to the subject' matter itself of linguistics --

.

language, a fundamental human activity. It is, ever, quite another

step to the spectacular realization that language is not just a feature

of human behavior, but that /it is to be isolated as the human act.per

fie. Thus the object of linguistic science is the most fundamental act

of h1timan behavior. Further,, the object is studied by a method which,

was successful in constructing a scientific theory of an aspect of human

behavior. Let us now loOk at the method pf linguistics. This will in
'

turn lead us full circle to the fact that language is the human act

per se.
fl

Method, or ,methodology, is a discipline in its own right, one, which

studies the principles peculiar to a particular, eciehce, 'art, or other

,

bran ch of. knowle dge . Within linguistics, the special principles charac-

terizing each competing sch.00l in modern times are adhered; to with an

absolute conviction and vigor of persuasion, possibly unequaled by former
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eras in the history. of language investigation. Typically 'one method

dominates by a breakthrough or breakthroughs of cting an irreversible

development in the history of the discipline. Thy propagandalticonoclasm,

attacks MI 8:counter-attacks, often acrimonious and long-lived, are some-

what Understandable frotri the human viewpoint, but t ey cannot eradicate

the breakthroughs of' successive schools, nor can the diminish those

linguistic principles which withstand the test ofti The axis -of I
linguistic 'mothodA.8 ever shifting, perhaps the evolvf tg pivot is the

die which seeks to explain languti.g e eiS the hallmark p1"' manikind. At

present such a focuS has not'ben achieved, although i appafrs to be

in the process of development, as we discuss below.

Let us consider some of the principles which are undame tal to

lihguistic Methodology and which are thus sharecrby seve al sCho s 6f

linguistics. These principles give us an insight into owh t the disci-
.. ,,

pline of linguistics is and does. Together with these bas. c princip1,0 °

we will discusS .some common misconceptions. Whether we ., consider today 's`

inguistics r,elatively young or relatively, old, one of the fundamett,a1'

principles common to present methods is the structural principle, wjlidh

'holds that -a linguistic element is to be analyzed as integral to sp.

:system: To be, is to be related. A structure consists cif elements
\,

having a certain mutual relationship as apposed .tO a Inei^e accumulatiorl;.'

of mutually independent items ; the lat,t,er is known) as, lingpis,tic at,omisni.

4 3,

Vanini, the Indic grammarian of the fourth century. BC was definitely a

structuralist; Jakob Grimm in systematizing` the evidence, for the First
-

Sound Shift, did so througli the use ck,t,he structural, principle. Wp

know, too, that. Noam. Chomsky, the premier nab in current linguistics ,
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modern

approach which is not structural. We are well, were that e Pre.
5

school is t.o be creOited with formulaling a consistent 'the ry of

. -
linguistic structuralism, but we tend to e misled by th equation of

iJ Bloomfitldian taxonomy with American structuraliS per se.

Similarly;

1

our teNmin4o n dis cbssing Yarir us methods Ap deeep-

.

.

tiye- th regaVd. to the term seriptive'; as wits the term,!structura

,thir term descriptive is Properly den-school associated. Thus, S, phase

of the me hods of thp Transforfmationalist. and the Clas4ical
.-

Phonemicist,' for example, consists in the str ctural descriPtion of a

A language, whether that 1 uage be prehistoric, historic, or Qpn tem-
,

porary. Structural and descriptive as apPa-i-ed to linguistics are then'

incorrectly delimited, when they are meant jo mark the erican pre-
.

transformational -approach toward contemporary language. (Wa.

ChoMsky 's three levels of adequacy : observational; descriptive,- and
0

;explanatory).

Let us note yet, among these misconceptionsthe ¢urge that unfin-

ished or piecemeal description is peculiar to the Transfo3mationalist.

.

It is unlikely that any method, regardless of.its orientation, canr
substantiate -exhaustive or complete.kstructural treatment of a language.

We may actually deduce descriptive endlessness as universal foil lin-

,
guistic method. We have pointed out that in our time the primary lin.-

approacheS to any language are all structural, all descriptive,

and all incomplete. In the long run literminological. and conceptUal

misapplications create nOn-problempe Immediately', however, they are-

time - consuming; eventually they tend to be sIbughed off by linguistic

method itself.



Now...let us proceed to a second. principle. Inherent in the structural

principle 'is the principle of minimal opposItion, both as a linguistiC

'unit and a linguistic relationship; The ability of linguistic- method to

identify distinctive language features is a major factor in its success

-
sof

as a science among related sciences. Here' linguistics clearly-functions

as a ha,rd OCience; it reduces data to discrete elements. Presently,

certain facts of phonology are readily scrutable in the, acoustics, physics,

or Physiology laboratories, for instance. AceOrdingly, the linguistic

scidntis ys- secure in the physical ..r aiity of son-le phonological ateri

Otherless tangible and intangible as ecte of phonology, for exaMpl4

prediCtive phonoloj, as well as many acets of semantics, elUde the

current tools of the linguist ry scientist. This is not

ti

to imply; however, that laboratory linguistics is an ultimate goal,

since the study off' language is .not pure science alone , as we note

further below.

Let us look now atotwo additional principles: Intrinsic to the

structural principle and the principle, of minimal opposition is the

principle of simplicity. It is frequently,represented in scientific

method by the principle of 'Occam's Razor,, which holds that entities'

should not be multiplied unnecessarily. Considering the many types of

simplicity which play a role in linguistic' method, it is interesting

that the specific type of simplicity which implies generality is a con-

stituent of most ling tic. approaches. We are thus able to recognize

a principle of genera ization in the Neogrammarian hypothesis as well

as in the emicizati f Classical Phonemics or Taxonomy. We are

familiar with the dictum of the Neogrammarians that sound changes admit
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of no exceptions and a sample of emicization familiar to a21 Germanists

is Old High German umlaut where massive umlaut takes place upon the

merger of the umlaut of a with old e or upon the loss of the umlaut
9

9
9

conditioner. It is clear that both Neogrammarian law and the emicization

# .

are abstracted constructs which account for some observed and non-
.

observed data of a particular sot, but usually not all such data

/o sure, the explicit formulation of a significant generalizatipn is -

/// one Of the foremost aims of the Transformational approach. However,

a generalization is sieificiant,.4F6455;if it can account for the empirical

-44* data. Thus, applying thi6 principle) to the Old High German umlaUt

problem, for example, the Generativist Ades 'not/accept wholesale umlaut;

but only those umlauts 'observed in the concrete data. In this wise

he requires reality in his generalization as opposed to abstraction.

Further," the Generativist does not seek to verify a generalization
4e*

by repetition or accumulation of data, but by confitming evidence from

diverse domains. Transformational method is essentially self-evaluative;

challenging its own ideas by adducing argument and counter-argument

through rigorous reasoning. In this respect it demonstrates some of the

-fundamental techniques of. scientific -method.

Presently one of the principal Concerns of linguistic method is

the abstraction.: concretion dichotomy in linguistic descriptions. Thus

we are led to ask whether the principle of minimal opposition, for

instance, is viola ed by admitting the notion of continuum into linguistic

method. It is what. Bolinger calls gradience; it may be called

'degree grammar', but 'non- discrete grammar' is probably a misnomer.'

It is a fact that hUman linguistic behavior, pragmatically determined
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(PorfOrmaXICO proceeds in a continuf,um. We have always realized this;

w,itness our binderstanding of dialect and idiolect.. However, in recent

times linguistic method has dwelt on polarization of a linguist's atti-

tude 'toward his data; whence abstract , versus concrete, diScre,teversVs

continuous, and Markovian versus global descriptions. In the distant

future we may well view this polarization as one of those pseudoproblems

we ,,nticned abOve. There is no escaping th6 fact '(and this is why

'non-discrete grammar' is misnomer) that a discrete °lenient cannot

begorne non-discrete without scramblingthe code. We are reminded of

the DNA genetic code where clang in a.code takes place not by change

in discrete elements, but by the addition or deletion of'discrete

elements. Go, for example, the Indo-European vowels az.:e 1+ Vocalic],

the .consonants are [+ consonantal] resonsnts are vocalic

+ consonantal], buto in the code which is in...phase, that is, not scrambled,

the resonan,ts must be either the' discrete element [consonan] or the
(.

discreiie .element [vocalic]. Gr ar is thus both discrete and continuous ,

as witnessed in the complementary, not the antagOnistic, principles of

minimal opposition and generalization, resp ctively. Gjrammar is 'semi:-

continuous.

Let us: rec,apitulate: We.have said that linguistics studies lan-

guage and that language' is the human act per se. We have Provided in-
.

sight \into the successful method logy of linguistics by looking at f

p inciples which lie at the heart of the diScipline and account

ext nt for its success among related disciplilies. ;We have shown that

the,se principles actually are. 'common to several current approaChes to

linguistics; in effect, they unify linguistic progress. Yet , ,it appears

r.
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that litn.guilic method itself can engender the,-,poxi.orus by-pr:oduct of
.!

false division. FOr example., the principle of minimal opposition has

traine`d the.linguist to analyze his cosmos to a:large- extent. binari

like manner, the .inclination to study-A' stic.thethod (or the

seipline of linguistics) by charting the_principles of .vari ah l's

on a pl -nainus feature grid seems gitite natural, although rather insipid

in vif w of the recent discovery 134 linguistics of the provoca ive

in semantic8...pheno ena involve

re "ail well aware of the

history of the "disA.Pline against
.all schools of 'structurkl linguigtics have failed to develop the ;rele-.

`prejudicq in the relatively recent

.s eman ti Cs . RraCti cafly speaking,

varkt correlation between. the features of language and the features of
,society and cultu.. Language used _for Communication and."contact with

1101
7.kOthers .requires not just a,n accep'table knowledge of the graphemic,

d

phon atical.,stuc*Nuve of a 'language , but 8.11 acquaintarice with

the semantic structuire- and with the concepts and ideas which are the

iipressi,on of 'a con- tact'! asOlinguistic structuralism opened.

its doors to semantics., . In fact, the study of semantics and the third

member of the semiotic tri-ad,tpragmatics in turn, opens, the door-irre-
.

vobabl'Sr.to an entirely new ,set" of concerns whieh should engage all
- ... .

li4guistic approaches':
-
We-are. witnessing a return to the study oflf`ran-.

gua.ge. and thought. This compels the linguist to look, on the one hand,

to the laboratory sciences fon insights into; the composition at lin-
k

guistic falBtions of the hemispheres of the hrain. On the other hand,

the probings of linguists resemble .ever more the contentions
. -

philosophy; understandably- so, several schools of philosophy

gua.ge as theirprincipal ,subject,,matter.

of

claim
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Let us consider briefly the first' evolving di ct ion p amelSr , study.

of the linguistic funct s 'of the brain. In 1968 Geschwinsi and .Levitsky

at Boston 'university discovered the sc-called langUage lump or enlargement

the left Side of the brain (upon examining hundreds, of brains post-
,

morbem.%) This lump occurs in that part of the brain actually pinpointed
e

,

by Wernicke in the last century as involved in the higher analySiS of

1,speech sounds: .IdentifiOtion of this brain region does not tell' us the'Th'

fi

r 4

'thaw' oelangUage, but oit is at least .a starting point. Brain damage ,

perhaps with resulting- aphasia, and the effects of electrical stimulation

during brain surgery are prime sdurces of in Three areas,

identified 'the le brain' h 'misphere and called ideational, to are

con ce rne,QI-lij,,erthe content .and meaning of language , a opposed to the

motdr.'strip which. handles voice -control? Damage to the motor strip is-

'less haiMful and its effects (e.g. slurred, speech) are,,,teinporary, pro-

. vided the corresponding area in_the right hethisphere is unharthed, While

damageeto an. 'ideational' section ranges from short teerm aphasia to

r,°permanent loss of speech.

It is4known that th n mechanism/ for. the perception of the

sounds of music .differ from,the brain m chsnism for the Der-,

ception , for ex e, of Eng. tip versus dip. ,I, Witness the Russian

composer Shebalin, who suffered a stroke on his left side, prohibiting,
.. M1

. ,

his understanding of speech, yet he C'oritinueld, to.'coipose music; the

latter ability is
.4,,

contrOls% creatirve. processes.

nown to be a functioii ,of the right hemiSphere, which

Lenneberg (19641) has found that language

inte 1 igence areare,not commensurate; they are independent traits.

Language begins *in the same manner in reitard,ates as in .normal children;
,further, the rate "of' dev opment of "speech in normal children differs

A

4
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little from that in normal children 'of deaf parents. I.Rnneberg rejects

the notion that man's ability to speak is due to such-factors as an in-"
4/ Cr

crease in intelligence or an increase in the weight of the brain. We
n

in
yli

retfrn. once more to the fact that language is a species-specific, bio-
i---........,.

logical capacity of homo sapiens.

Although we are quite certain that language is the human act per se,

studies dealing with animal communication continually refine our concepts-

of hi.iiman langnage. Hackett 's well known -thirteen characteristics defining

at least one kind of animal communication relegate four (displacement,
OIL

productivity, cultural transmission, duality of patterning) to Tillman tan -

guage. alone. The now famous Gardner chimpanzee,,..W.ashoe, whose repertoire
,

was determined at 3.25 X 106 sentences, has been supers.eded. by Gaialdl

study on the repertbireofhe bee dance at 4 -X 107 ,discrete
Aot

as last October in the journal Science (Kuhl

d Miller 1975), we learn thatchinchillas are able to distinguish be-

( Gould 1975). As recently

tt en voire d an d' voi ce le s s initial dent al stops. We are reminded of the

fact,, mentioned above, that in the human 'brain the le ft temporal lobe

enables us to distinguish dip from-tip. But we also hasten to note that

although animal can distinguish voicing of initial stops, as can man,

animal does so purely through 'the mechanism of stimulus-responae. Thus

,, language as we 'understand it remains p human.

On the other hand; the return to the study of language and thought,

prompted by the redipcovery of semantics, leadi the linguist ever

more, as stated above in the direction Of philosophy. Language is the

only qv of communi catihg , that is, "relaying 'signals- through an ordi-

nary expression code. It is a way of thinking, of systematically arranging
er



a content, and, at a matter of fact, the only way t.o do so. Little

wonder that the philosopher Carnap believes that !any questions of

philosophy., when real at all, are questions of language. Semantics-
,

pragmatics leas the linguist directly to the contemporary philosophical

school of Conceptual Analysis, which has alternately been cqlled 'Lin-

guistic Philosophy.' One contributor to Conceptual Analysis, J. L. Austin,

brands, his particular approach PhdnFenology. ' Strictly

speakifig, the, schools of. Phenomenology and. Conceptual Analysis are dis-
.

tinct philosophies, since they study man's personal experience in

association with other humans (societal state) and man's personal experi-
.

ence in communication with other humans (,linguistic state)'\respectively.

,.,A1.1 natural languages are in essence pragmatic languages, which Means

tk.at communication in natural languages depends on -linguistic co-text ,

4 ,

that is, any utt anbes that may have preceded the utterance under study,

and extra-linguistic setting., that is , the general setting In which the

utte ce takes place, including the emotional and psychological status

of the participants, In Communifetion 'Theory pragmatic factors are under-

stood in terms of channels, and it is b4lieved that communication proceeds

in selltral channels simultaneously. Thus pragmatics deals (to use a

binary classification) quite, concretely with the users of' language and

their conditions of communication, while semantics is abstract and deals
4

with language relative to the world at large.

Pragmatist, connects to the theory of signs through the theory of

interpretanta. This is, of course, the semiotic of Charles Peirce. Let

.us take just a fleeting glance at this final direction of linguistic

Method today: An interpretant is in effect produced on someone (an



interpreter) by a sign. Peirce establishes three divisions of signs:
o

icon, index, symbol, which express so-callqd 'firstness, secondness, or

thirdness , respectively. The linguistic sign is a symbol, since it is
4

arbitrary and requires the mind to relate it to an ()Neat. A symbol has

tb.irdness, that is, it habitually or- conventionally repres,ents or draws

an associa ion Of a pazt,icular object to the mind. Then, in effect, the

, which constitutes the meaning of a symbol

the, theqry- of signs,

ro

what the intended purpose 'of'the Sign-user is, that is, the

applicable. Here then; the theory-

complished merely from

is habit. Habit

but requires that

circumstances in yhicli the habit

of signs' can link with pragmatism.

In concluding, we recall that: it was the aim of the nineteenth

;-sentury..linguists to establish

Aline. This wascsurel,y, achieved

,,and in particular through its str

. linguistic method today has progr

1

are olable.

advan

istic as

'

biStiCS as ae`independertt disci-

rough its ,s cientific orientation

tUral method. It is clear that

ssed to the status of a well-estab-

independent discipline; t principles df ling'

Accordingly, linguistics. C811.now affOr

of the integra-4.tp. n of c

11 as scientific.

is thodology

o enj y the

oss= ,discipline human-

Wh undertaketo consider

V -8 ),,,,,4-

of 7fleCtion%, of developing and pre erving ;a. value system, and of._

projecting-into the future; we unde-rtaXe to comprehend man

language of man, who is capable

's unique

positibn in evolution. From thig focal point,, linguistic method is

only in its infancy; new principles await discovery without a neces-
,

s eiry abandonment of the old .o res. We in fact have no choice: The study
,

cif language cannot retrogress; it is integral to the irreversible evolu-

tionary- dynamism which is the ever heightened consciousness of man.
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